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Executive summary

Peer review is an important method of research evaluation, and it seems that the only adequate way to evaluate SSH research involves some form of peer review. Even if bibliometrics and other quantitative ways of evaluation may provide information of some aspects of SSH research like productivity and publication strategies of research units, metrics-based indicators should be used with caution in SSH due to low coverage of SSH fields in the standard publication databases and a mismatch between dimensions of quality as defined by peers and standard bibliometric indicators. Still, peer review faces many issues and challenges. This report identifies the challenges particularly relevant for the SSH, such as different and thus often conflicting research paradigms or epistemological styles of reviewers and applicants or authors; difficulty in many SSH disciplines to define and evaluate research methodology compared to STEM disciplines; the lack of the idea of linear progress and a much longer time span necessary to evaluate academic impact of publications; the diversity of publication outputs and specific importance of books or monographs; the importance of local languages; challenges related to recent developments in research and its evaluation related to growing interdisciplinarity and Open Science turn. To this, the general challenges of peer review are added, such as the risk of gender bias, conservative bias, work load for all parties involved.

While this interim report cannot fully sketch out the challenges and opportunities as well as recommendations for peer review in the SSH, it serves to identify and describe some of the major challenges to peer review in the SSH. It concludes that the SSH disciplines should develop their own ways to adequately evaluate their research. The past has shown that automatically copying evaluation procedures from STEM disciplines did not always work out well. However, the SSH community is well resourced to analyse and remediate the current tensions in research policies between funders expectations of societal impact and the value of academic autonomy, between the ambition of mainstreaming of SSH research and the care for specific SSH methods and practices, and not least the threatened legitimacy of science in the post-factual society. The task of the SSH community should not only be to defend the integrity of scholarly disciplines, but to contribute to the development of new practices of research assessments that may build bridges between different communities of researchers and between the world of research and society by large.

The report proposes an approach for achieving such a goal: Reviewers should rate the objects of evaluation across a broad range of criteria rather than giving a holistic judgement. Also, the criteria should clearly differentiate between criteria for scientific quality and criteria concerning policy goals or relation to or impact on society. Furthermore, reviewing should be part of academic education.
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PART I: General Framework: State of the art of peer review in the SSH in Europe

Introduction: Aim and Scope of the Report

By Nina Kancewicz-Hoffman and Michael Ochsner

The evaluation of research is a delicate issue in the social sciences and humanities. There is a lot of opposition from SSH scholars against evaluation procedures. This has several reasons, for the humanities they were subsumed to four main points (Hug, Ochsner & Daniel, 2014): a) the methods originate from the natural and life sciences, b) lacking consensus on quality criteria, c) fear of negative steering effects, and d) reservations against (simple) quantification. While these points are evident in the case of the use of bibliometric approaches, they are also relevant when it comes to peer review.

Regarding the first point, peer review has been developed in the context of journal articles. Both, social sciences and humanities have a much wider range of publication outputs, such as books, reports, feuilletons and exhibitions, many of which do not only address a scientific public. Secondly, the SSH are not characterised by a strong internal organisation protecting and promoting what is considered a mainstream approach (van den Akker, 2016) nor by the idea of linear progress (Lack, 2008). Rather, SSH disciplines are diverse with regard to theoretical and empirical approaches. There is often no consensus for quality criteria even within one discipline because different paradigms compete with and enrich each other (see, e.g., van den Akker, 2016; Mallard, Lamont & Guetzkow, 2009). Thirdly, negative steering effects, such as conservatism, strengthening of old-boys’ networks, discrimination of marginal topics or approaches become an issue in diverse research environments. Finally, often peers need to rate objects of evaluation and thus create measurements that are not necessarily valid but have an impact beyond the evaluation exercise.

These are just some of the issues regarding peer review in the social sciences and humanities that need to be addressed in a context when peer review regains more importance in research evaluation. Three main drivers are behind this return of peer review as the preferred means of assessment in different evaluation situations after years of fascination with bibliometrics and quantitative methods: Bibliometrics and other quantitative methods have proved inadequate for the evaluation of SSH research (Hicks, 2004; Nederhof, 2006; Ochsner, Hug & Daniel, 2012) and showed adverse steering effects, also for the STEM fields, which shifted the balance to the critical voices against (simplistic) bibliometric applications across all fields (see, e.g., Burrows, 2012; Hammarfeldt, 2017; Lawrence, 2002; MacRoberts & MacRoberts, 2017; Molinié & Bodenhausen, 2010). The DORA declaration is a further result of this critical examination of bibliometric evaluation methods. Second, there is a tendency on the part of policy makers and funders to apply the same evaluation procedures, methods and sometimes even criteria for all research domains, STEM and SSH. This tendency is partly a response to expectations on the part of the STEM community and linked to the rise of the importance of interdisciplinary projects (see, e.g., König, 2016).
Third, the open science movement includes new ways of publishing, reviewing and new forms of metrics. These developments concern STEM and SSH disciplines alike and the STEM are already defining the discourse. It is therefore vital for the SSH community to document, understand and monitor the practice of peer review and its relation to evaluation and research practice to make sure that these new developments can be used for the benefit of SSH disciplines.

The aim of this interim report is to describe conceptual and practical issues of peer review in SSH in Europe. It will sketch the topics addressed in the subgroup of Work Group 1 that investigates peer review processes and thus gives an overview of what the final report will address.

The report is addressed to policy makers, reviewers but also to the research community at large – in the SSH and beyond – as it enables all stakeholders to identify issues requiring attention and further inquiry.

The scope: Peer Review is an intrinsic part of evaluation process. It is difficult to analyse without considering it in the context of evaluation in a wider sense. In the report we will focus on those aspects of evaluation which are related to peer review.
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Peer Review in SSH: In Need of Development?

By Gemma Derrick and Tony Ross-Hellauer

Peer review, whether as a political tool or one to facilitate academic self-governance, is a powerful driver of knowledge production. As its primary role of ensuring the validity and quality of research, it has been used in a variety of settings including: pre-publication evaluation of scientific manuscripts; decision making of grant applications; the assessment of research departments (such as used in national audit exercises); reviews of research disciplines by funding councils; and as a method of international benchmarking. In all these situations, the operationalisation of peer review is different with group-peer review situations that rely on the benefits of open deliberation by a range of research and non-academic experts (Derrick, 2018); and scientific manuscript being a blinded process negotiated by one single actor, the editor (Ross-Hellauer & Derrick, forthcoming). Considering these differences, here we concentrate on peer review for scholarly manuscripts only and how its conceptualisation and operationalisation relates to SSH.

Peer review of scholarly manuscripts is the formal quality assurance mechanism whereby works are made subject to the scrutiny of others, whose feedback and judgements are then used to improve them and make final decisions regarding selection for publication. We can discern five distinct functions that peer review is used to perform: (1) give feedback/guidance for improvement, (2) judge soundness/robustness, (3) judge novelty, quality and/or potential impact, (4) judge suitedness for venue, (5) make recommendations regarding publication. These processes need not be entwined, however. For example, some journals have adopted models where reviewers are asked to focus only on technical soundness rather than perceived importance (e.g., PLOS ONE and PeerJ). At other venues, post-publication review is applied so that recommendations regarding publication no longer apply (e.g., F1000Research). Peer review is usually single- or double-blind. In SSH, in contrast to STEM, double-blind review is most common for journals, although single-blind is more usual for books and monographs (British Academy, 2007, p. 10). Various models of open peer review have been proposed and applied in various contexts (Ross-Hellauer, 2017). A great variety of possible models and factors are possible, but usually under this name is understood review where reviewer identities are revealed to authors (open identities) and/or reviews are published alongside publications (open reports). An alternative understanding, which seems more prevalent in SSH (Ross-Hellauer, 2017) is of “open participation” where reviews are “crowdsourced” via the Web. These models of innovation seem to be more prevalent at STEM venues than in SSH. As stated in our introduction, the traditional system of review has been subject to various criticisms for concerns of bias, unnecessary delay and unreliability. Its general sustainability is also questioned - the challenges of ever-increasing levels of knowledge production, quantified just in sheer number of publications, combined with the fact that peer review is a non-rewarded activity for most researchers, means that finding and engaging reviewers is a major challenge for journal editors (Cornelius, 2012, p. 27).

That innovation and research in peer review has traditionally been driven by STEM concerns, and viewed through a STEM lens, is problematic because a review of the literature reveals that publication and peer review practices differ in SSH in important ways.
discussing these differences, we should be clear that SSH is not homogenous – there are important epistemological and methodological differences amongst subjects. Some disciplines, for example, are more science-like (e.g., economics, psychology) in using hypothesis-driven methods and somewhat positivistic epistemologies – these disciplines can tend to exhibit more STEM-like publication patterns (article publications in English-language international journals). However, in other SSH subjects, especially in the humanities, much more value is placed on books as the primary mode of research communications. Where articles are preferred, SSH subjects make more use of local journals and regional languages (Kulczycki et al., 2018). SSH researchers also tend to produce fewer articles, and SSH articles tend to have fewer co-authors (Ossenblok, Engels, & Sivertsen, 2012; Ossenblok, Verleysen, & Engels, 2014). In contrast to STEM where high submission rates often mean high rates of desk-rejection, in SSH, relatively fewer articles are refused prior to peer review (British Academy, 2007, p. 10). Times taken to review (Huisman & Smits, 2017, pp. 641–642) and from submission to publication (Björk & Solomon, 2013, p. 914) are both substantially longer than in most STEM fields however. Considering that manuscripts are estimated to be submitted to between three to six journals prior to appearing in their venue of publication (Azar, 2004), it is worth consider the extent to which extended rejection, re-submission and eventual publication cycles in SSH delay progress. This should of course be viewed in terms of the pace of conversation in many SSH fields. In contrast to fast-moving empirical sciences, SSH often have slower rates of citation after publication, and the true impact of works can be much longer in revealing itself (British Academy, 2007, p. 7).

As said, monographs play a much greater role in many SSH subjects (Giménez-Toledo et al., 2019). Peer review of books should not be assumed to mirror that of journal publications, although unfortunately there is a dearth of material regarding this (although this field seems to be emerging – see, e.g., Kulczycki, et al. 2019). We can say that peer review for books is also less formal in terms of processes and criteria, with variation according to whether peer review is applied (if it is applied) to the book proposal, individual chapters or full manuscript; whether review is by independent peers, editorial boards, or acquisition editors, whether commercial as well as academic criteria are taken into account, and who is responsible for organising review (publisher, series or book editor, academic board) (Derricourt, 2012; Verleysen & Engels, 2013).

Investigations of attitudes towards peer review amongst researchers generally find that peer review is highly-valued in general, but not without reservations (Mulligan, Hall, & Raphael, 2013; Ross-Hellauer, Deppe, & Schmidt, 2017; Rowley & Sbaffi, 2018; Ware, 2008). Rowley & Sbaffi’s (2018) study was unique in closely examining the role of discipline and found that SSH scholars were less likely than their STEM counterparts to believe peer review can judge novelty or importance, detect plagiarism or fraud, detect factual inaccuracies, determining an article’s fit to the journal. They were also more likely to agree about the existence of bias towards authors based on gender, world-region and level of seniority. Such differences may reflect differences in the purposes of peer review across disciplines. It can be argued that there are important epistemological differences in styles of knowledge generation that mean that the judgements involved in SSH are often of a different kind in comparison to that in STEM. Human behaviour and human experience have levels of
complexity beyond that of a drug trial or a physics experiment, where variables can be strictly controlled and success or otherwise declared. Even in more empirically-oriented fields like economics, sociology or psychology, factors like small sample sizes (of biased composition) or the confounding factors of field work can mean that the degrees of interpretative freedom are higher in SSH than in STEM. This means that strictly positivist criteria for success, including criteria like strict methodological reporting or reproducibility, risk privileging only that which is most STEM-like about SSH, and devaluing other areas. In terms of peer review, such quasi-positivism could endanger sympathetic formulative assistance. This will be especially true in a context of over-reliance on interactional expertise, where a “peer’s” expertise might still involve different preconceptions about what knowledge is. Mallard et al. (2009) interviewed 81 panellists serving on five multidisciplinary SSH fellowship competitions and found four distinct epistemological styles guiding decision-making and that conflicts arose when one style was applied in evaluating a proposal which adopted another. Such fundamental epistemological suppositions will impact how results are valued, how meaning is interpreted, and hence reviewer evaluations. They concluded that reviewers should use “cognitive contextualization,” adopting “epistemological styles most appropriate to the field or discipline of the proposal under review.” Where this is not possible, we should not see the value of a reviewer’s work as nil, but we might nonetheless require a declaration of epistemological Conflict of Interest, as is suggested by Shimp (2004).

In simple terms, peer review of SSH material is often not engaged in careful checking of the correctness of procedure and theory in an experimental setting, as can be the case in STEM. This is not to say that interpretation and judgements are not also intimate parts of even the hardest of sciences, but that the interpretive flexibility of those determinations can be said to lie within a smaller range. Human behaviour and experiences, not to mention the myriad ways in which they can be manifested, are levels of complexity higher. As Derricourt says, “in softer social sciences and a wider range of the humanities, the questions on a submitted paper might be whether it fits into the conventions of the discipline, whether the reviewer agrees or disagrees with the approach and argument, and how important or interesting the reviewer finds it. These are more editorial questions than questions of authentication.” (Derricourt, 2012, p. 145)

These elements are all examined in depth in a forthcoming publication by the current authors, which stems from an ENRESSH Short Term Scientific Mission project “Peer review in SSH: in need of development”, which explores the suitability of current peer review, and demands on peer review, for SSH disciplines (Ross-Hellauer & Derrick, forthcoming). It conceptualises peer review as an act of boundary-work found necessary to demarcate scientific knowledge, which required the formalisation of a reviewer function, acting as an expert. However, it also conceptualises the STEM-SSH divide, not as a categorical distinction, but as a fluid spectrum that runs parallel to a scale of the object of study expressed by Flyvbjerg’s (2001) distinction between objects to humanistic foci of study. This spectrum allows for the existence of peripheral overlaps between fields of study and therefore a mechanism by which regulatory advice through peer reviewers required as part of the peer review system acts instil forms of expertise that are not central to the missions and values of SSH research. In fact, we argue that this sharing different forms of expertise
within this spectrum, due to the growth of knowledge production (Yan, 2016), interdisciplinary research (van Noorden, 2015) and the unsustainable nature of peer review (Ross-Hellauer et al, 2017), constitutes a form of gradual colonisation of SSH by STEM values and notions of quality. Left unchecked, the black box nature of peer review catalyses the colonisation of SSH, resulting in a systematic devaluation that forces SSH researchers to submit to, and adopt rather than consciously and openly assess notions of excellence offered by reviewers as part of the scholarly peer review process. In this way, the existing peer review system is feeding a Teufelskreis/vicious cycle that alters how SSH can self-govern and regulate notions of quality and value independent of STEM via the peer review process.
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PART II: Issues and Discussions Specific to and Most Relevant for SSH Peer Review

Evaluation Criteria and Methodology

By Michael Ochsner

Introduction

Peer review is the most important means for the assessment of academic research in the SSH and serves to decide which works, proposals or careers are funded or whether research or a career is evaluated as successful or excellent. Yet, while there are many studies on the potential biases and subjectivity of peer review (see, e.g., Bornmann, Mutz & Daniel, 2008; Bornmann, Mutz, Marx, Schier & Daniel, 2011; Lamont, 2009; Langfeldt, 2006), less is known about what quality of research means and how peers (can) identify it. Knowledge on these issues will help to improve peer review practices. While there are many aspects relevant for a successful peer review process, such as peer selection, technical support of peers, organisation of peer review (blind, double blind, panel decision etc.), this chapter will focus on the aspect of how quality can best be recognised in peer review. It is structured as follows: the first part gives an overview of concepts of research quality in the SSH, as this is the concept peer review is supposed to “measure”; the second part focuses on assessment and issues related to peer review as an instrument for the evaluation of research; the last part will draw conclusions and gives recommendations for the peer review process regarding evaluation criteria and methods.

What is Quality?

Lamont’s book “How professors think” (Lamont, 2009) describes how experts take the role of gatekeepers – or even of “guardians of science”, as Daniel (1993) put it. A citation of an interviewee of Lamont summarises how peer reviewers most often judge a work or career: “There are different […] kinds of excellence [but I am] pretty confident that I’d know it when I see it” (Lamont, 2009, 159). Even though scholars judge the quality of their colleagues’ and students’ work on a daily basis, the knowledge about what quality is remains
tacit. Just as car drivers cannot explain how they got out of a complicated situation they managed routinely, the experts cannot tell exactly how they judge a research or a career (for tacit knowledge, see Polanyi, 1967). Yet, unlike the car, in a situation of deciding upon careers or scarce funding, it is important to have a clear rationale for a fair and just evaluation. However, while there is an abundance of literature on concepts of quality in higher education or of research quality in research funding procedures (for an overview, see for example Langfeldt & Scordato, 2016), there are only a few studies that investigate systematically what characterizes “good” research from the point of view of those who can judge best what “good” research is: the scholars themselves. This is especially true for the SSH. An overview on projects on SSH scholars’ notions of research quality in European countries conducted by Work Group 1 of the ENRESSH COST-Action showed that there is a growing interest in understanding what research quality is, but there are only a few studies that investigate in a bottom-up manner how researchers understand and identify the quality of SSH research (see Ochsner, Galleron & Ionescu, 2017). Yet, when academic peer review is making judgements about the quality of research, there should be an understanding of what quality means, going beyond generic terms like plausibility, scientific value and originality (Polanyi, 1962) or the – almost congruent – criteria from the UK’s RAE 2008, rigour, significance and originality that proved to be very imprecise in practice (Johnston, 2008).

Research on scholars’ notions of quality shows that research quality is a complex, multidimensional construct (see, e.g., Bazeley, 2010; Hemlin, 1993; Hug, Ochsner & Daniel, 2013; Ochsner, Hug & Daniel, 2013). Reducing research quality to some aspects might lead to adverse effects, such as goal displacement (see, e.g., Butler, 2007; De Rijke, Wouters, Rushforth, Franssen & Hammarfelt, 2016; Sousa & Brennan, 2014) or task reduction (De Rijke, Wouters, Rushforth, Franssen & Hammarfelt, 2016). Such behavioural changes have mainly been investigated regarding the use of indicators. But also peer review is based on criteria even though they remain often tacit or are reduced to policy goals and scholars try to anticipate how they will be evaluated adapting their behaviour accordingly. Furthermore, even if formal indicators are used to standardise peer judgement or render it more objective, they can be used in selective ways by peers in evaluations to support the decision made without them (see, e.g., Gozlan, 2016).

Some often-used criteria in evaluations are not criteria for scientific quality but rather for a way of doing research as research on scholars’ notions of quality shows: Interdisciplinarity, collaborative research, internationality and societal impact are not seen as indicative of scientific quality but rather of a modern way of doing research. It can be of high as well as of low quality (Ochsner et al., 2013). Hence, it is important to distinguish two types of evaluation criteria: criteria applied by research funders and research policy makers linked to strategic decisions on the one hand and criteria reflecting scientific quality on the other. Yet, both types of criteria are often used as quality criteria, also in peer review processes (see, e.g., Wissenschaftsrat, 2004; Krull, 2016). Such a confounding of different types of evaluation criteria based on different quality conceptions between evaluators and scholars might lead to communication issues and to opposition against evaluation procedures as well as to bias in peer review, i.e. if peers should evaluate interdisciplinary research but in their review they judge the research according to their disciplinary standards (see Langfeldt,
2006). Rather, the different types of criteria should be evaluated separately so that the different nature of the criteria becomes transparent.

Societal impact is a special case as it is not directly related to research quality but to another aim of research, i.e. to lead to effects outside of academia, and thus should be evaluated separately (see, e.g., KNAW, 2011; VSNU, NWO & KNAW, 2016). It has its own quality criteria and maybe even the experts or peers might be different, for example proponents of civil society, politics or the economy. Yet, there is not much knowledge on how peers evaluate societal impact, or even how they define it. Rather, scholars seem to prefer evaluating research quality over societal impact (Albert, Laberge & McGuire, 2012) and when they need to evaluate societal impact, they are even less confident about what it means (Derrick & Samuel, 2017).

Assessment of Research by Peer Review

If research quality is a complex, multidimensional construct, how can it be assessed in practice? In the last years, several initiatives investigated how the quality of SSH research – or sometimes research performance in the SSH – could be assessed adequately (see, e.g., Andersen, 2013; Giménez-Toledo, Tejada-Artigas & Manana-Rodriguez, 2013; Gogolin & Stumm, 2014; Ochsner, Hug & Daniel, 2016; for an overview Ochsner, Hug & Galleron, 2017). The suggested assessment procedures usually involve SSH scholars in the process either as experts in peer review systems or as experts in defining output lists (e.g. publication lists or list of publishers). This involvement of peers in the process is important because only about 50% of the relevant quality criteria for humanities research can be adequately measured with indicators (Ochsner, Hug & Daniel, 2012) and likely this is similar for the social sciences. If peers are involved, however, it is important that the process assures a fair assessment, i.e. an equal treatment using the same rules for all units to be assessed. Peer review as a method for research evaluation has been criticised and there are several studies on different biases of peer review, such as low intrarater reliability, mediocre predictive validity, factors other than scientific quality like gender or institution of the applicant explaining outcome etc. (see, e.g., Bornmann & Daniel, 2008a; Bornmann, Mutz & Daniel, 2008; 2010; Mutz, Bornmann & Daniel, 2014; Tamblyn, Girard, Qian & Hanley, 2018). However, there are several methodological issues involved with these criticisms of the peer review process (see also Langfeldt, Bloch & Sivertsen, 2015): All of them compare outcomes without having a clear concept of what the outcome is. First, it is not clear whether a high intrarater reliability is desirable as it might be a result of unfortunate choice of experts who follow the same paradigm and might not accept research drawing from another paradigm. Without investigating how the peers arrived at the different ratings, the result is not indicative of the quality of the peer review process. Second, high predictive validity, usually measured as difference in citation rates from articles published compared to rejected but published elsewhere or comparing citation impact from scholars having received a certain funding compared to those having not received the funding, might just be an effect of being published in the specific journal or having received the prestigious funding. The outcome indicator citations is linked to and dependent on many things (see Bornmann & Daniel, 2008b) and is in most cases not a valid measure for a functioning peer review process, certainly not in the SSH. Third, a bias that has been identified in a peer review process might not be the problem of the peer review but of conditions external to
the peer review: e.g. researchers at prestigious institutions might have more time to write a proposal, women might be less self-confident and submit understated proposals; because men work more often at prestigious institutions, both conditions would lead to a bias towards men even though the peer reviewers would not favour men as such (see, e.g., Ceci & Williams, 2011; Enserink, 2015).

More important for the quality of the peer review process is the intrarater reliability: the likelihood that the same reviewer assigns the same score to the same application at different points in time, similar to a test-retest reliability, e.g. a reviewer’s rating is independent of the order the reviewer reads different proposals (see Ochsner, Hug & Daniel, 2017). Thorngate, Dawes and Foddy (2009) conclude their comprehensive research on decision making by stating that merit should be judged separately along specified criteria in order to achieve consistent results. So-called “holistic” judgements (i.e., “I know it when I see it”) apply different weighting functions to different applicants, which opens the door widely for double standards and biases (Thorngate et al., 2009, p. 26). Furthermore, focusing on a broad range of criteria helps to avoid preferring aspects with similar gradings and neglecting aspects that follow a different pattern; people tend to look for “consistency”, but an assessment based on redundant information is always inferior to an assessment based on more information, as Tversky and Kahnemann (1974) explain in a more general context: “Highly consistent patterns are most often observed when the input variables are highly redundant or correlated. Hence, people tend to have great confidence in predictions based on redundant input variables. However, an elementary result in the statistics of correlation asserts that, given input variables of stated validity, a prediction based on several such inputs can achieve higher accuracy when they are independent of each other than when they are redundant or correlated. Thus, redundancy among inputs decreases accuracy even as it increases confidence […]” (Tversky & Kahnemann, 1974, p. 1126). For example, if a reviewer finds that an article is well-written and presents interesting findings but has some doubts about the methodological rigour, it is likely that the two consistent evaluations of “well-written” and “interesting findings” will dominate his or her final holistic judgement while the “methodological issues” will go under the radar. The more informative combination would be the “well-written” but “methodologically not rigorous”, simply because the category of “well-written” might evoke the category “interesting results”, simply because the writing style makes the results look interesting. If each criterion is judged separately, “methodological issues” are less likely go under the radar as the criteria catalogue will draw attention to it. Additionally, explicit criteria serve transparency: which criteria were used for the judgement and how were they weighted? Feedback on criteria might then help unsuccessful authors or applicants improve their next submissions. All these points are important for the judgment of merit to be fair and consistent (Thorngate et al., 2009), i.e. that all applications, manuscripts or other objects of evaluation are assessed according to the same standards. This will prevent different forms of bias, such as conservative, gender or institution bias. By providing a framework for consistent judgement of research quality across peers, it also helps preventing the more technical issues such as low interrater reliability or low predictive validity. A rating across multiple criteria helps disentangling differences between weightings of different criteria from different judgements on a single criterion. It will also show that low predictive validity (measured by citations) might not be the best quality measure for a peer review procedure by showing why an output or
project was selected, while citations are linked to many other things than quality, e.g. a mainstream topic or size of institution.

Conclusions

In the SSH, peer review is the most common and most important way to assess outputs, careers, projects or institutions. While there are many aspects relevant for a successful peer review process, this chapter focused on the aspect of how scientific quality can best be recognised in peer review, one of the most important aims of academic peer review. Despite its general acceptance as an assessment method for many evaluation situations, peer review faces some criticisms, such as low interrater reliability, mediocre predictive validity and different kind of biases (conservative bias, gender bias, institutional bias). This chapter argues that these biases are linked to the fact that there is no clear methodology that links the concept “scientific quality” with the procedure. While research shows that scientific quality is a complex and multidimensional construct, this complexity is rarely taken into account in review practices. At the same time, research on decision making shows that merit should be judged separately along specified criteria in order to achieve consistent and fair results. Holistic approaches to evaluation open the doors widely for different biases.

Therefore, peer review processes should include a catalogue of explicit criteria that guide the judgements of the peers. Each criterion should be rated separately. This has also the advantage that indicators can be assigned to specific criteria for which they can provide additional information to peers (informed peer review), which can increase the acceptability for the use of indicators among scholars and might reduce subjectivity (see Ochsner, Hug & Daniel, 2014). Also, criteria for scientific quality and criteria for policy goals, such as interdisciplinarity or societal impact, should be evaluated separately.
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**PART III: Guidelines, Procedures and Formal Criteria Versus their Practical Application**

**Ambiguity in identification of scholarly peer-reviewed publications**

By Janne Pölönen, Tim C. E. Engels and Raf Guns

It is almost impossible to imagine a research evaluation or funding procedure that would not take into consideration publications, in which researchers seek to demonstrate new findings and applications of their research to other experts in the field. Pre-publication peer review originates from the sciences, where it has been established as a precondition of contributions to scientific knowledge (Baldwin, 2018), and is common also in the social sciences and humanities (SSH). As Sivertsen and Larsen (2012) point out, “it has become generally accepted in the SSH during the last decades that publications presenting new results from research should be peer reviewed”. Nowadays, the distinction between peer-reviewed scholarly publications and those intended for disseminating knowledge beyond academia plays a role in most expert and metrics-based evaluation and funding systems. In this chapter, we present and discuss problems related to identification of peer-reviewed outputs, and the possible implications for research evaluation and funding systems. The current research literature and examples mostly concern university funding and evaluation systems in the Western and Northern European countries, with a specific focus on Belgium.
and Finland. However, the issues are by no means limited to just these geographic or evaluation contexts.

When peer review is employed as baseline criterion for research outputs to be considered, for example, in a performance-based research funding system (PRFS) or research evaluation process, it is important to recognize that peer review practices differ across fields, and across journal, conference and book publishing (British Academy 2007; Verleysen & Engels, 2013). Differences may concern the number of referees (one or more), their degree of anonymity vis-à-vis the authors (double-blind, single-blind or open identity), and their relation to the publication channel (editors, editorial board, reading committee, or external). Researchers used to journal peer review in their field may find it difficult to recognize peer review as practiced in journals of another field, or in book publications. While perhaps most researchers identify peer-reviewed publications as those that have actually undergone a certain type of recognizable review process before publication, some may still consider that any substantive contribution to knowledge merits to count as “peer-reviewed” output, whether or not the procedure behind the publication technically counts as peer-review. In all, a certain degree of ambiguity is present when deciding whether a publication channel applies peer review or whether a specific article, chapter or book has undergone pre-publication peer review (Csiszar, 2017; Dahler-Larsen, 2019).

The starting point of the identification of peer-reviewed publications usually is whether the publication channel (e.g. a journal, or a book series or a publisher) has a distinct procedure in place for applying pre-publication peer review. Several European PRFSs rely on the indexation of journals in Web of Science or Scopus as evidence of peer review (Zacharewicz et al., 2018). Other PRFSs, however, also include outputs from publication channels that are not indexed in the major international citation databases, in order to take into account book publications and journal output in a variety of languages. This is the case, for example, in Denmark, Finland, Flanders (Belgium) and Norway, where panels of experts in the field determine the peer review status of journals and book publishers (Sivertsen, 2017; 2018; Aagaard, 2018; Pölönen, 2018; Engels & Guns, 2018). Several studies point out that even experts in the field may disagree whether a given journal (Nederhof, 1991; Burnhill & Tubby-Hille, 2003; Verleysen & Engels, 2015) or book publisher (Verleysen, Ghesquière & Engels, 2014; Mañana-Rodríguez & Pölönen, 2018) applies peer review and is scholarly or not. Our analysis shows that 9.5 % of the 4505 SSH journals/series included in the national authority lists supporting PRFS in Finland and Flanders have been evaluated differently by experts as being peer reviewed or not (Pölönen et al., 2018; Pölönen, Engels & Guns, 2018).

Another source of ambiguity in identifying peer-reviewed outputs is that many journal issues and edited volumes that apply peer review also include items that are not peer-reviewed. Editorials, opinions, comments, discussions, book reviews, and abstracts are typical examples. Moreover, book publishers of peer-reviewed monographs and edited volumes often also publish textbooks, libri amicorum, and other types of books that mostly do not undergo peer review. If a PRFS or an evaluation procedure is based on comparison of peer-reviewed outputs, a mechanism ought to be in place for separating them from non-peer-reviewed articles and books. It is an open question, and one dependent on the context and aim of evaluation, how to take non-peer-reviewed outputs into consideration. Most
PRFSs, for example, exclude non-peer-reviewed outputs. In the Finnish PRFS they are taken into account with lesser weight than peer-reviewed outputs in channels approved by expert-panels. In evaluation procedures, however, non-peer-reviewed outputs are often taken into account because (among other reasons) they illustrate activity beyond that which is relevant for peers only.

Instead of authority lists of peer reviewed journals and book publishers, PRFSs and evaluation systems may also rely on researchers’ self-reports to determine the peer review status of outputs. Given the ambiguity present in identification of peer-reviewed publication channels, the presence of also non peer-reviewed outputs in such channels, as well as differences in pre-publication peer-review practices across fields and publications types, it is not surprising that identification of peer-reviewed outputs based on self-reports also suffer from a certain degree of ambiguity. Research has indicated this in some evaluation contexts, such as the Dutch research evaluation system (Kaltenbrunner & de Rijcke, 2016), and the Swedish universities internal evaluation models (Hammarfelt et al., 2016). Our analysis of 3596 SSH outputs published in 2011-2015 with authors from more than one Finnish university shows that in 8% of the cases, co-authors of the same article or monograph differed in their assessment of whether it is peer-reviewed or not. The Finnish PRFS relies on both authority list of publication channels and self-reports to determine the value of outputs to universities in terms of annual core-funding, so it has been possible for us also to compare these two methods. Our analysis shows that 16% of 32,427 self-reported peer-reviewed SSH outputs were published in channels that have not been approved to be peer-reviewed by the experts. Overall, the grey zone of peer review appears to be larger in the humanities than the social sciences, and more common among book publications than journal articles and in the national than other language publications. (Pölönen et al. 2018; Pölönen, Engels & Guns, 2018).

Ambiguity in identification of peer-reviewed publications has implications for the PRFS and research evaluation criteria, the publication information systems supporting them, as well as individual researchers. The distinction between peer-reviewed and non-peer-reviewed outputs, and those addressing scholarly and non-scholarly audiences, is not always clear-cut, especially in the SSH. PRFSs typically define peer review technically, focusing on the existence of a recognizable pre-publication procedure. This definition, based on self-reporting or authority lists, may not encompass all outputs valued by the researchers themselves as original knowledge contributions. From the PRFS perspective this may not be a problem, as institutional core funding is based on the entire output of universities. In a research evaluation procedure, however, – especially at individual level – it can be of great consequence if a valued research output is not recognized because of the technical PRFS criteria. Also, the information systems supporting the PRFS with publication data often employ the PRFS criteria for peer-reviewed outputs. If these information systems are needed to support wider evaluation and communication purposes, they should be sufficiently inclusive, flexible and structured to include all outputs that researchers consider relevant contributions to research and dissemination, even if they may not be taken into account in the PRFS. The ambiguity in identifying peer-reviewed publications concerns also the self-reported lists of publications, by which individual researchers typically present their research output to various evaluations. This also has research integrity implications,
as “misrepresenting research achievements” is one of the unacceptable practices indicated in The European Code of Conduct for Research Integrity (ALLEA, 2017).
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PART IV: Current Challenges for Peer Reviewing: Towards More Open and Gender-Sensitive Peer Reviewing Practices in the SSH

Peer review in the context of the new modes of knowledge production, dissemination and evaluation

By Marc Vanholsbeeck and Karolina Lendák-Kabók

Introduction

There has been a tendency since the 1980s to “exoterise” knowledge production, dissemination and evaluation, i.e. to open them outside of the “esoteric” circles of the disciplinary peers who traditionally produce fundamental research (Vanholsbeeck, 2017). The concept of exoterisation of research goes beyond the linearity of knowledge transfer, but also beyond marketization, since it includes social innovation – which can take non-commercial forms –, and relates to the notion of knowledge society rather than to the sole knowledge economy.

In some cases, such as in recently institutionalized disciplines in Social Sciences and Humanities (SSH) like Communication Studies, interdisciplinarity has been the consequence of the need of educating future professionals in emerging fields. In other cases, such as in the development of “Gender Studies” in the 1970s, interdisciplinarity has been stimulated by the raise of the feminism movement, with societal claims that went beyond the confines of any discipline. More generally though, the opening of research has been supported by policy makers, desiring to make research more responsive to real world problems, rather than focusing on problematics enunciated in strictly disciplinary terms.

At European level, the European research area – which aims at providing free circulation for researchers, scientific knowledge and technology (article 179 of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union, 2007) – resulted in the promotion of programmatic ideas through which policy makers support the exoterisation of research. Worth mention here are the European “strategic research” of the 1980s and the more recent support of EU policymakers for the “co-creation” of solutions to societal challenges by researchers from diverse disciplines, together with stakeholders from the industry and/or citizens. Policy-makers have been prompt to endorse concepts directly or indirectly based on the notion of co-creation, such as the “Mode 2 of Knowledge Production” (Gibbons et al. 1994) – according to which multidisciplinary teams work together for short periods of time on real world problems -, the “Responsible Research and Innovation” (2014), as well as the notion of “societal challenges” which constitutes one of the three pillars of the current Horizon 2020 Framework Programme (2014-2020). In the context of the preparation of the next European research and innovation framework programme “Horizon Europe” (2021-2027), a key notion is that of “missions” focusing on problem-specific societal challenges and the interaction of several public and private actors to solve them (Kattel & Mazzucato, 2018). The
European Open Science agenda\(^1\) – including open access to publications, open research data and citizen science – and the impact related policies – the so-called “impact agenda” of the EU Commission – also align with and foster this tendency to exoterization.

**SSH integration to European impact-driven interdisciplinary research**

In this perspective, SSH research has been under pressure to “integrate”, or to be “embedded” into, European funded research, and bring its contribution to the resolution of societal challenges. According to a recent monitoring report from the Commission though (EU Commission, 2018), it appears that current SSH integration in Horizon 2020 is not satisfactory. In 2016, 70 out of 239 projects funded under the SSH flagged topics had no SSH partners (29%), while some disciplines are practically not involved such as history (2%) and anthropology/ethnology (1%). The quality of SSH integration is also highly uneven across Horizon 2020.

Furthermore, it has been noted that Evaluation Summary Reports (ESR) in Horizon 2020 often suffer from a lack of SSH expertise (Universiteit Gent, 2018). This not only constitutes an obstacle towards any true SSH integration in framework programmes, but more generally it highlights a new challenge for peer reviewing. There is indeed a need to engage SSH researchers from diverse disciplinary backgrounds into this new type of peer reviewing of impact driven research projects. This supposes that they should be provided with the right skills, learning to debate and argue with peers from other disciplinary horizons and, in some cases, with no knowledge of SSH specific epistemologies and methods, and being able to assess impact.

SSH scholars, while they peer review together with colleagues from other disciplines or with stakeholders external to academia, may also lack a “legitimate locus of interpretation” (Collins & Evans, 2007) from which to exercise their expertise. The notion of legitimate locus of interpretation relates to the (social) “location”, in terms of communities and expertise, from which legitimate knowledge claims and judgements of those knowledge claims can be made. As such, SSH peer reviewers may soon be faced, rather than with the egalitarian perspective that policy makers’ discourses on interdisciplinary partnerships most often take for granted, with the diverse levels of prestige that are attached to the various disciplines inside academia, as well as – more generally – the level of legitimacy that STEM colleagues are ready to allow to their colleagues from the SSH fields. This question of legitimate interpretation concerns also SSH scholars’ relations with non-academic actors potentially engaged in the review. Indeed, as J. Lewis (2018) argues, “within the physical, chemical and biological sciences, the Legitimate locus of interpretation usually lies well inside the community of producers, as only those with specialist expertise are deemed sufficiently equipped to make valid judgements. By contrast, the locus of legitimate interpretation in the social sciences is much more diffuse.”

Finally, SSH researchers engaged in interdisciplinary evaluation may have to peer review topics for which disciplines adjacent to theirs are concerned. Ideally, SSH disciplinary

---

\(^1\) [https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/pdf/draft_european_open_science_agenda.pdf#view=fit&pagemode=none](https://ec.europa.eu/research/openscience/pdf/draft_european_open_science_agenda.pdf#view=fit&pagemode=none), last accessed on 20 October 2018.
expertise in peer reviewing should reflect the diversity of the individual SSH disciplines engaged in the interdisciplinary project to evaluate. In any case, policy makers and funders should avoid referring to the notions of “SSH expert” and “SSH expertise”. Such concepts indeed contribute to the reification of the SSH as a coherent epistemological and methodological entity, while epistemologies and methods vary a lot from one discipline to the other.
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The Perception of Senior Sociologists Towards Peer Reviewing in the Context of the Current Changes in the SSH Assessment Systems

By Marc Vanholsbeeck

Introduction

In her investigation of the changes affecting research evaluation in mathematics, physics, astronomy, biology, chemistry, physics, history, letters, law, management and economics, Lefèbvre underlined that researchers still consider traditional peer review as constructive and a source of improvement of the original article. On the contrary, more participatory online approaches and Open Peer Reviewing were considered with some caution - as potentially interesting additions to the traditional peer review but not as replacement - since it could be subject to interpersonal biases and non-scientific arguments (Lefèbvre, 2006).
In 2008, a major cross-disciplinary international study surveyed the perception of 3,040 academics, at an international level, as regards the peer review in scholarly journals (Ware, 2008). The main conclusions of this research were that peer review is considered as very important (93% of respondents disagree with the statement that peer review would not be necessary) and that peer review improves the quality of articles published (according to 90% of respondents). However, there is a desire to improve the procedure (slow and over-worked referees). Respondents prefer the double-blind review (56% of respondents), which is considered as the most effective (by 71% of respondents). However double-blind peer review is not deemed as being free from shortcomings such as, in particular, the possibility that even anonymous authors are identified. Peer review after publication is considered effective by 37% of the respondents but mostly as a complement rather than an alternative to the traditional peer review. There is no strong support from respondents for replacing the peer review with metrics or for Open Peer Reviewing (26% of respondents in favour of OPR), while respondents show ambivalent attitudes to peer review of data, which is considered by a majority to be desirable but difficult to incorporate into the peer review of articles. Finally, respondents are more likely to be against than in favour of a financial reward for the referees.

Later studies on peer review in the SSH have confirmed that researchers in these disciplines consider peer review as an important guarantee of quality in scholarly publications (Stieg Dalton, 2009; Harley et al, 2010; Albert et al., 2012). The 2015 STM report (Ware and Mabe, 2015) reaches the same conclusion, taking a broad diversity of SSH and STEM disciplines into account. Some evolutionary innovations in peer review such as the disclosure of reviewers’ names or the publication of review reports become more common, but post-publication review is not strongly supported, at least as a replacement for traditional peer review. The 2018 edition of the STM report confirms that the “soundness not significance” peer review criterion adopted by open access “megajournals” like PLOS ONE is now well-established, contrarily to other innovations such as journal independent (“portable”) peer review or post-publication review which still receive only limited support (Johnson et al., 2018).

Looking at the different threats menacing peer review, a survey conducted by Elsevier (Mulligan, 2005) with six focus groups of 59 respondents had revealed some more negative views: possibilities of biases and interpersonal conflicts, risk of plagiarism, increasing difficulty to recruit quality referees, lack of rewards for referees or lack of confidence in the scientific relevance of open comments online. Similarly, a UK Research Information Network (RIN) survey showed that peer review is criticized for several reasons such as: slow process, lack of ability to detect fraud, risk of bias and subjectivity in judgments, tendency to conservatism, discouragement of innovative and interdisciplinary research, cost of the system, lack of training of referees, risk of overwork linked to refereeing (RIN, 2010, p. 8).

The first cross-disciplinary survey dedicated to academics’ attitudes towards Open Peer Review has been conducted for the OpenAIRE2020 project during September and October 2016 (Ross-Hellauer et al., 2017) and confirms a progressively more positive attitude of researchers towards open peer reviewing. The results show indeed that the majority (60.3%) of respondents consider that the general concept of OPR should be mainstreamed as a scholarly practice. Respondents also show high levels of experience with Open Peer Review.
Review, as author, reviewer or editor. Respondents support open interaction, open reports and final-version commenting but open identities peer review was not generally favoured. Significantly, the study emphasises important variations in peer review systems across disciplines, warning against any “one size fits all” approach in (open) peer reviewing.

**Methodology and Sample**

In the context of a subgroup of the WG1, attitudes of senior SSH researchers towards research evaluation have been studied in 2018. The subgroup members conducted semi-structured interviews with sociologists having earned their PhD for at least eight years and active in eight European countries (Belgium, Croatia, Cyprus, Finland, Iceland, Lithuania, Poland and Slovenia). They interviewed in native and/or state languages of the interviewees 16 scholars, male and female, about their perceived roles in the definition, the dissemination and the implementation of the quality criteria and rationales that are to be used in evaluation situations. In this report, respondents’ perception of peer review in a changing evaluation context is presented.

**Preliminary findings**

Respondents’ attitude towards peer review is to be put in the more general context of their perception of research evaluation as moving towards more consideration for internationalization and the use of quantitative indicators of performance. In some cases, peer review is considered as becoming ancillary to quantitative evaluation, but in others, performance indicators are, in some respondents’ experience, to be included in the peer reviewing. Peer review is mostly perceived as a very important – or even essential – system of quality control in the production of sociological knowledge. Still the attitudes of the respondents remain ambivalent: if they perceive clear assets linked to the prepublication traditional peer reviewing system, some researchers also consider the downsides of peer review, or even threats that may be linked to it.

On the one hand, peer review is considered by many as a top-quality criterion. It makes a clear-cut distinction between quality publications and – in the words of one male Icelandic sociologist – the other “small things” of lesser value that a sociologist produces, as well as between academics who are skilled in international publication – which relates to skills related to language, but also to how to manage peer review, as a reviewer and as a reviewed author – and the less educated others.

Peer review is deemed as being particularly well adapted to individual level evaluation. In case of article peer-reviewing, it fulfils important epistemic functions, helping the authors to better their paper, and the reviewers to be updated on the last developments in certain fields. In small countries, involving international peer reviewers helps to overcome the problems inherent to small academic communities in which “everybody knows everybody” (Slovenian female sociologist). When international peer reviewers are involved, it can also encourage the internationalization of the SSH research national production as well: “If you...”

---
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want to be funded you should publish internationally and this makes sense, actually a lot of sense to start publish internationally and to increase chances to be funded” (Croatian male sociologist).

On the other hand, peer review is far from being perceived as a flawless process and appears to many as a potentially biased process. Anonymous peer reviewers may be unfair, or not willing to provide a balanced review. One respondent, an Icelandic female scholar, even considers that peer reviewers in the social sciences are particularly harsh and critical, in comparison to other disciplines: “Maybe in particularly researchers within the social sciences who are educated in critical thought… to have a critical view… that there is something wrong with us if we don’t find anything, to take proposers down, that is.” There is also a perceived lack of formalized guidelines on how to conduct peer review. An overreliance on international peer-reviewing processes may have as an unwanted consequence that local contexts and societally relevant impact are not taken enough into account.

One respondent, Belgian male sociologist, goes as far as liking peer reviewing to a form of censorship to which one complies because one needs to, but which one would rather bypass otherwise: “We sometimes have the impression that when we write for a scholarly journal, there is still some form of censorship somewhere, i.e. only if you are not in line with the journal. I do not like to rewrite something where I think I'm right, because someone tells me, unless I obviously agree with it.”

According to some respondents, “predatory” open access journals that ask article processing charges for publishing papers have also cut back on the scholars’ confidence in peer reviewing, because of the low level of peer reviewing such journals maintain (if any). In some cases, predatory journals manage to attract researchers though, because of the pressure to publish internationally.

Finally, some respondents consider that attention to the peer review status of a publication has to be balanced with the local impact that some non-peer-reviewed types of publication may have, such as national journals or publications targeting non-academic audiences: “For me is also important to reach out to the wider community by publishing in maybe perhaps lower impact factor journal papers that would reach a lot more people through more publicly oriented journals that would be read by actually the practitioners of whatever research output you produced from your own research.” (female English language professor from Cyprus)

Conclusions

Senior researchers recognize peer review as a fundamental building brick in the production, dissemination and evaluation system of research. But they certainly do not consider it as being free from any default. In particular, interpersonal relations between reviewed and reviewing researchers may introduce biases – particularly in small research communities –, including gender related ones, in the process. Peer review may also work as an instrument of domination and gate-keeping, on criteria that are sometimes not related to the epistemic quality of the contents to be assessed. It may also be an obstacle to the valorisation of more impact driven research.
In this perspective, the Open Science turn definitely opens new potentialities for more transparency and responsibility in the conduct of peer reviewing. But it also leads to new possible challenges still to be solved, in particular if more empirical evidence would in the future correlate non-anonymous peer review with gender biases, or if predatory publishers continue to threaten the reputation of Open Access publishing. This makes it necessary to pursue evidence and research-based monitoring of peer reviewing practices in the EU.

At the same time, new skills are also needed to assess and peer review interdisciplinary projects, making it urgent to educate researchers, and particularly early career investigators, in the conduct of more open, gender sensitive and interdisciplinary peer reviewing practices. It does not seem that SSH researchers are willing to get rid of peer review any time soon. Nevertheless, its effectiveness should not anymore be taken for granted, and any possible improvement has to be investigated, and whenever relevant be better integrated in SSH researchers’ training and education.
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PART V: Conclusion

By Nina Kancewicz-Hoffman, Jon Holm, Marek Hołowiecki and Michael Ochsner

Peer review is here to stay, and it seems that the only adequate way to evaluate SSH research involves some form of peer review. Even if bibliometrics and other quantitative ways of evaluation may provide information of some aspects of SSH research like productivity and publication strategies of research units, metrics-based indicators should be used with caution in SSH due to low coverage of SSH fields in the standard publication databases and the mismatch between dimensions of quality as defined by peers and standard bibliometric indicators documented in this report. However, peer review is not without challenges and – as any other socially embedded activity – evolves constantly. Moreover, peer review in the SSH faces particular challenges. A few of which were mentioned in this report, such as different and thus often conflicting research paradigms or epistemological styles of reviewers and applicants or authors; difficulty in many SSH disciplines to define and evaluate research methodology compared to STEM disciplines; lack of linear progress and much longer time span necessary to evaluate academic impact of publications; the diversity of publication outputs and specific importance of books or monographs; the importance of local languages; challenges related to recent developments in research and its evaluation related to growing interdisciplinarity and Open Science turn. To this, the general challenges of peer review are added, such as the risk of gender bias, conservative bias, work load for all parties involved.

This report suggests ways for the SSH disciplines to respond to these challenges in a way that builds on established epistemic practices while increasing the scientific and societal relevance of these disciplines. We believe that the SSH community is well resourced to analyse and remEDIATE the current tensions in research policies between funders expectations of societal impact and the value of academic autonomy, between the ambition of mainstreaming of SSH research and the care for specific SSH methods and practices, and not least the threatened legitimacy of science in the post-factual society. In these troubled times, the task of the SSH community should not only be to defend the integrity of scholarly disciplines, but to contribute to the development of new practices of research assessments that may build bridges between different communities of researchers and between the world of research and society by large.

The past has shown that automatically copying evaluation procedures from STEM disciplines did not always work out well. Therefore, Derrick and Ross-Hellauer warn in their chapter against a colonisation of SSH by STEM values and notions of quality and pledge for a conscious re-appropriation of evaluation procedures adequate for the SSH. In the
following chapter Ochsner proposes an approach for achieving such a goal: Reviewers should rate the objects of evaluation across a broad range of criteria rather than giving a holistic judgement. Also, the criteria should clearly differentiate between criteria for scientific quality and criteria concerning policy goals or relation to or impact on society. Pölönen, Engels and Guns show in their study that there is ambiguity in what is seen as a “peer reviewed” publication: This ambiguity not only concerns self-reported lists of publications but also PRFS that are based on formal criteria employed to publication lists taken from information systems. Marc Vanholsbeeck and Karolína Lendák-Kabók discuss challenges of SSH integration to European impact-driven interdisciplinary research referring to the concept of exoterisation of research. Finally Marc Vanholsbeeck shows in his study on senior SSH scholars’ attitudes towards research evaluation that although in their opinion peer review keeps its importance as an evaluation tool, at the same time they are aware of complexities of peer review practices in the context of current policies related to interdisciplinarity, internationalisation and societal impact. Vanholsbeeck recommends educating researchers in new skills needed in the conduct of more open, gender sensitive and interdisciplinary peer reviewing practices.

In this interim report, we were not yet able to fully sketch out the challenges and opportunities as well as recommendations for peer review in the SSH. Rather, this interim report serves to depict some issues of peer review in the SSH and some routes to take, which will be developed further in the final report. The final report will be structured in a similar way but include more chapters per part covering a number of relevant issues like definitions of impact in SSH and its evaluation, the use of English and national (local) languages in research and publications in the context of internationalisation of research; practices of peer review in Europe in different countries, for different research outputs and for different disciplines within SSH. Also challenges of gender equality and open science requirements will be treated in more depth.
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